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An ErdGs-Kac type theorem is proved for the set S(.Y, 1‘) = [n C.~:p(nap<yi. 
with a uniform error term in the range log x > (logy)“. This complements some 
recent results of Alladi and Hensley dealing with the case when .Y is not too large 
compared with y. ( 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q(n) denote as usual the total number of prime factors of n. The 
celebrated Erdos-Kac theorem (see, e.g., [S, Chap. 123) asserts that the 
distribution of Q(n) on the set S(x) = {n E N: n 6 x} is approximately 
Gaussian, with mean loglog I and standard deviation Jm. A quan- 
titative form of this result can be stated as follows (see [14]): Uniformly 
for x23 and tg[W we have 
-J- c l=@(~~j+o(&--j. (1.1) IS(-~)I ,rts.r) R(n)< I 
where 
@(t)=- )& I’m- d’2 ds. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove an analogue of ( 1.1) with the set 5’(x) 
replaced by 
S(x,y)= (nEN:n<.u,pln~p,<y}, 
where x and y are in the range 
,'a 3, u = log 2 (log y)20. 
1% I' 
(1.2) 
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The cardinalit; of S(x,y), usually denoted by Y(x,y), has been the 
object of a number of articles in the last three decades (e.g., [4, 
6,9, 10, 111). Very recently, Alladi [3] and Hensley [7, 81, have studied 
the distribution of G?(n) and similar additive functions on the set S(x, y) in 
the case u = log x/log 11 is not too large. Alladi [3] obtained an analogue of 
the Erdos-Kac theorem for the range u < exp(log j!)3’5 ‘. Using a different 
method, Hensley [S] established a fairly sharp “local limit theorem,” i.e., 
an estimate for 
where u = log x/logy lies in the range (log JJ)“~ 6 u 6 A/2 log y. In both 
cases the upper bounds u < exp(log 1~)~‘~ -” and u < d/2 logy seem to be 
the limits of the respective methods. The following theorem shows that an 
analogue of (1.1) for S(x, JJ) remains valid in the range ( 1.2). and thus for 
arbitrary large values of u. Moreover, the upper bound for u in Hensley’s 
local limit theorem can be considerably relaxed. 
THEOREM 1. Uniformly in the range ( 1.2) and ,fbr every t E R we have 
where M = M(x, y) and V = V(.u, y) are suitable real numbers satisfying 
(with u = log x/log .Y) 
and 
0 < V(x, y) = mln(log2uu, log’y) i1 +iikll +O (,/&jj’ 
Moreover, if 0 -C E < 4 is fixed, then, in the same notation, 
R(n)=k 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
holds uniformly for y B 3, (logy)” < u < exp( (log Y)~” - “) and every integer 
k satisfying Jk - Ml/fi d E min(&, &). 
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Remarks. (i) The above mentioned result of Hensley [8] essentially 
amounts to (1.6) for the range (logy)1’3 <U < &/2 logy and 
Ik- Ml/@< V1/14. In (1.6), u may be taken much larger, but the range 
for k is smaller than in Hensley’s result. 
(ii) The quantities M(x, y) and V(x, y) will be defined in Section 3. 
The definition involves prime number sums, and an approximate 
evaluation of these sums by means of the prime number theorem leads to 
the estimates (1.4) and (1.5). It is interesting to note how the variance 
V= V(x, y) behaves relative to the mean M= M(x, y) in various ranges of 
u = log .x/logy. For u d y/log y, V is smaller than M by a factor of order 
l/log* U. This is a deviation from the classical case (1.1) where mean and 
variance are asymptotically equal, a phenomenon which has already been 
pointed out by Alladi [ 11. The situation changes, when u is very large. For 
example, if u/( y logy) + cc as y --, co, then we have V/M a 
u/()‘logy)‘m. 
(iii) One would expect, in analogy to (1.1) an error term 0( l/fi) 
rather than O(log’ u/@) in (1.3). However, the underlying probabilistic 
situations are different, as the preceding remark shows, and it might well be 
that the error term O(log’ ~/fi) in (1.3) is best-possible, like the error in 
(1.1). 
(iv) The restriction ~2 (logy)2o in (1.2) simplifies some of the 
arguments in the proof, but it could be considerably relaxed. However, we 
did not attempt to do so, since for small values of u the methods of Alladi 
[3] and Hensley [7,8] seem to be more adequate and lead to satisfactory 
results for the range u 6 exp &, say. 
We shall deduce Theorem 1 from the following estimate for the 
corresponding characteristic functions. 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 < E < 1 he ,fixed. Then w’e have, umformlv in the range 
(1.2) and,for -n606q 
+ O,(exp( -(log .v)~‘“-“)), (1.7) 
where M = M(x, y) and V= V(x, y) are suitable real numbers satis@ng 
(1.4) and (1.5), and U = min(u, y/logy) = min(log x, ,v)/log y. 
In the case 8= z, the function eieR(“) reduces to the Liouville function 
n(n) = (- l)R’“‘. In this case, the right-hand side of (1.7) is of order 
O,(exp( - (log Y)~/*~’ )) by (1.2) and (1.5). We therefore get the estimate 
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uniformly in the range (1.2). It is not surprising that the same estimate 
holds with the Moebius function p(n) instead of i.(n). 
THEOREM 3. Uniformly in the range ( 1.2) we have 
(1.8) 
where E is any ,fixed positive number. 
We omit the proof of this result, which is almost the same as that of 
Theorem 2 in the case 8 = 7~. 
Theorem 3 can be used to settle a conjecture of Alladi [ 1, p. 1771, which 
asserts that the estimate 
(1.9) 
holds uniformly for x > 2. Alladi [2, Theorem 71 proved a weaker form of 
(1.9) namely (1.9) with the supremum taken over the range 
log y 3 (log X)5!8 + I., 
and later extended this range to 
log -v >, (loglog .Y)S/j + I: 
(private communication). Note that (1.9) holds trivially, when the 
supremum is taken over 
2 d y 6 c log x, 
where c is a suficiently small positive constant, since then n,, S ,, p d .K and 
hence 
To obtain (1.9) in its full strength, it remains therefore to establish the 
estimate 
uniformly for sufficiently large x and 
c log x d ~7 $ exp( loglog -x)5/3 + ‘. 
for some fixed E > 0. But this is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
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2. DEDUCTION OF THEOREM 1 FROM THEOREM 2 
We fix x and y in the range (1.2) and suppose that A4 = M(x, y) and 
V= V(x, y) are defined according to Theorem 2, so that (1.4), (1.5), and 
(1.7) hold. We have to show that this implies (1.3) and (1.6). 
To obtain the first estimate, we introduce the distribution function 
1 
@j,(t)=-- 
*b-, Y) I, 
R(n) 
and estimate the difference I@, (t) - @( t)l by the BerryPEssCen lemma [ 12, 
p. 1093. According to this lemma, we have for every 0, > 0 
where 
q(e) = j_‘, e”‘d@(t) = e-@” 
are the characteristic functions of @, (t) and Q(t), respectively. 
We apply (2.1) with 8, = min(,/?, Jr;). The second term on the right- 
hand side is then of the desired order of magnitude, and it remains to 
estimate the integral in (2.1). 
By (1.7) we have 
(2.2) 
for 181 6 8, ( <q%‘). Since Q(n) < u log y/log 2 for n d x, we also have the 
trivial estimate 
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(2.3) 
Let 
O,=min(O,, Or4). 
Using (2.2) and (2.3) in the ranges 19~ d (81 < 8, and 101 < 8,, respectively, 
we obtain for the integral in (2.1) the estimate 
pgw + _ ~3 ___ - 
t12 v3/? 
+ b3w 
ii .1 
By (1.4), (1.5) and the definition of BO and 8 1 we have in the range (1.2) 
and 
Inserting these estimates, the last expression and hence the right-hand side 
of (2.1) becomes 
@(logti)’ 
ull? 
log’ u + log4 y 
,rv 7’ 
This proves (1.3). 
To deduce (1.6) from (1.7), we multiply both sides of (1.7) with e- jQk/2n 
and integrate over the range - 71~ 8 < z. This gives on the left-hand side 
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i.e., the left-hand side of (1.6). On the right-hand side (with E replaced by 
42) we get 
+ O,(exp( -(logy)(3-“)/2)) 
=- e-‘M-k)2/2V+o 
( ’ ) 
~ +o 
+ O,(exp( - (log Y)(~ -“‘/2)) 
+ O,(exp( -(logy)‘3-c)‘2)). 
If we now suppose 
(logy)20~u6exp((Iogy)3~2 1:) 
and 
I~-Ml/~ GE min(&, fi), 
then both error terms are smaller than the main term by a factor of order 
and we obtain the formula (1.6), as wanted. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2: AN OUTLINE 
In [lo] an analytic approach was used to derive an approximate for- 
mula for +(x, y), i.e., for the sum 
in the case 0 = 0. The same method works in the general case. The idea is 
to’ express the above sum as a complex integral over the Dirichlet-series 
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where the path of integration is a vertical line, whose ordinate is chosen 
according to the saddle point method. We shall borrow two lemmas from 
[lo], but otherwise our proof will be complete and self-contained. 
We first introduce some notation. We write the Dirichlet-series (3.1) in 
the form exp(9( y; 8, s)), where 
cp(y;z,s)=- c log 1-s 
p<y ( ) 
and the determination of the logarithm is such that 9(y; z, s) is real for 
260 and s > 0. 9(y;z,s) is then well-defined for Re s > 0, 
Re z < (log 2) Re s, and in this region an analytic function of z and s. We 
denote its partial derivatives by 
h / 
9P(Y. 7 1-2 ~)=~(P(y;z,s) (k, l>, 0). z s 
If k = 0 or I= 0, we usually omit the index. Moreover, we write 9; and 9; 
for 9p’ and 9h2), respectively. Finally, we put 
9p(y;s)=9l;/‘(y;o,s) 
and define analogously 9’( y; s), 9”( y; s), etc. 
With this notation we set, for x > y > 3, 
and 
Vx, Y) = 9*( Y; aI* - 
9; (Y; a)* 
9”( y; a) ’ 
where a = a(x, y) is the unique positive number satisfying 
(-cp’(y;a)=)C log’ -=logx. 
p<?‘P 1 
(3.2) 
In Section 4 we shall show that these quantities satisfy the estimates (1.4) 
and (1.5) in the range (1.2). 
The main steps in the proof of the estimate (1.7) of Theorem 2 are con- 
tained in the following lemmas, which will be proved in Sections 5 and 6. 
LEMMA 1. Let 0 < E < 1 be fixed. Then we have, uniformly in the range 
(1.2) andfor --71<Q<q 
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c e 
ieqn) _ 
n E Sk y ) 
1 ~.+,T~s&~:"~"ds 
-% E-iT 
+ 0 (~~e~‘-“~ “‘exp( -(log y)3’2 -“)), E (3.3) 
where M = a(x, y) is defined by (3.2) and 
ti213 
T= T(x,y)=- 
logx _ 
UlOfzY 
u=-, 
1% Y u = mm 
LEMMA 2. Under the hypotheses and in the notation of’ Lemma 1 we haue 
1 
s 
3~ + iT xSeY(.V; iO* S) 
27ci %-jT 
ds 
s 
x?e(P( r’; aI 
=a&&7i&ij 
eieM~R?,2(l+O(--j=)+O(~)) 
+ O(x”e’P”‘,“‘exp( -(logy)‘)). (3.4) 
(1.7) is an easy consequence of these two lemmas. In fact, from (3.3), 
(3.4) and the estimate 
we obtain 
c e 
iOR _ 
x?e”(.‘: a) 
n E Sk .,‘I -MJm (3.5) 
uniformly for x and y in the range (1.2), -‘II < 8 d II and every fixed E > 0. 
Taking 8 = 0 in this formula we get 
(3.6) 
(1.7) and hence Theorem 2 follows from (3.5) and (3.6). 
We remark that in [lo], (3.6) was proved with 0(1/U) instead of 
0( l/$) as error term, and for the larger range x&y > 2. To obtain the 
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improved error term, the integral in (3.4) (with S=O) had to be estimated 
more carefully by using symmetry properties of the integrand. In the case 
8 # 0, this is no longer possible, and it seems that in (3.5) the error term 
0( l/&) is best-possible. 
4. PROOF OF (1.4) AND (1.5) 
We shall prove these estimates first for the range 
Y by02 u 2 (log y)20, (1.2)’ 
where y, is a suitable large constant. If y, is sufficienty large, then the iden- 
tity, 
c 1% P - = l4 log J’ 
/?&- 1 
implies, for the range (1.2)‘, 
O<~<l-19yg. 
We shall fix such a constant y, throughout this section. 
(3.2) 
(4.1) 
LEMMA 3. Uniformly for y 3 3 and a satisfying (4.1) we have 
1% P logk ( YIP) 
= PX p<r’ 
=(I -@+’ 
k!y’-x (‘+0(&j) (k=O ,..., 4). (4.2) 
Proof: Partial summation and a weak form of the prime number 
theorem yields for every integer k 3 0 
1% P logk( Y/P) 
c P” PG? 
=(~+o,(+-jj~~log~~‘t)dt+~~~l) 
=(‘+ok(~jj’k(‘;a)+0k(‘), 
say. The integral can be written as 
dk y’-x-y” 
=dsk l-a-s ,s=o’ 
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This is easily seen to be equal to 
k! y’-l+ O,(logk y) 
(l-a)kf’ . 
In view of (4.1), we get for k = 0 ,..., 4, 
lk(L’;a)=tl +k+, k!yl-x (1+0(k)) 
and hence the asserted estimate (4.2). 
Proof of (1.4). We suppose first y > y,, so that (4.1) holds. We have 
M(x,y)=cp,(y;LY)= - c p1og 1-c 
P<?OZ ( I P z=o =p;J& 
-L 1 logp+o 
b4Yp<?P”- 1 ( 
$& y!S) 
-p< I 
+0 
( 
l c 
log P ha Y/P) 
log2yp<y PX ) . 
The main term on the right-hand side equals u by (3.2), and is 
by Lemma 3. The first error term can be estimated by 
Y II -x)/2 6- c- hP<Y 
(1 ~ qog2 y 
1-2-xp<J P (1 -.V”) ’ 
and hence is smaller than the main term by a factor of order 
1 
<<y-“-~“210g3y+--. 
log Y 
The second term is by Lemma 3 and (4.1) smaller than the main term by a 
factor of order 
1 1 
4(1 -ajlogJA&g-jy. 
This proves (1.4) for y 2 y,. In the case 3 < y < yo, ( 1.4) holds trivially, 
since then 
1 M(x,y)= c -- 
&.“Pr- 1 
‘p;yfy=u. 
log Y 
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Proof of (1.5). With y, x, and tl= CL(X, v) being fixed, we put 
We then have 
and 
cp”(y’c()= - 1 dzl 2 psyas2 Og ( )i '-5 / p~Jcplogp' 
so that 
By Cauchy’s inequality, the last expression is nonnegative and even strictly 
positive for ya 3, since the vectors (c2 log 2, c3 log 3) and (c,/log 2, 
c,/log 3) are not collinear. This proves the first inequality in (1.5). 
For the proof of the main estimate in (1.5) we first suppose y>,y,. 
Writing 
c cp logp = ( 
PGJ 
c CP - c cp ‘O$F)) logy 
PSI /I<> 
and 
c 
CP - 
l c 
--- 
p<” l%P hY { 
CP + c CP 
l%(YlP) 
p < y P<> log Y 
+ c CP 
log2( Y/P) + O 
PCI lots2 Y ( 
lw3( Y/P) 
c cp log3 y &/;;(P<) > 
+o logy c cp 
( 
3 
PSVG >> 
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we get 
VXYY)~ cplogp= 
ha Y/P) 
P G.V log2 Y 
- 1 cp10~~jp))2+O(R,+R2+R1). 
p s.r 
(4.3 1 
where 
R,= c c, 
l%( Y/P) log2( Y/P) 
’ 
%/Y<P<? 1% P 
c cp log*), 
&P<J 
and 
Since for p 6 y 
logp 1% P ( 1 2 - 
CP=pyl -p~*)*=pyl -y”)* 
1 + (P/Y)” 
p*- 1 > 
logp =p”( 1 
-y”)2 
+ 0 ( cplofo(~~~y 
we can replace cp by (logp)pmm”( 1 - yP”))’ on the right-hand side of (4.3) 
without introducing new error terms. An application of Lemma 3 then 
shows that the right-hand side of (4.3) equals 
By the same lemma, the error terms R, and R, are both smaller than the 
main term by a factor of order 
1 1 
(1 -cc)logy~loglogy~ 
Moreover, we have 
R,elogy 
1 log P 
c- 
1 1% P 
(1 -2~Z)2PQ~ P” c-- (1 -2-x)2p<p PS 
<<logy. 
y(‘-““*logy y’-“logy 
(l-2-92 ‘(I-,-=)* 
& 
y3’l -%)D log7 y 
(1-y-“)4 
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In view of (4.1), this is smaller than the above main term by a factor of 
order < log -‘I2 y. Thus the right-hand side of (4.3) equals 
Arguing similarly from Lemma 3, we see that 
and 
c QxP= 
PG! 
1% P ulogy= c -= .P 
p<I.py- 1 (1 -.I-‘Xl -m) 
(l++&----)). (4.4) 
We therefore obtain 
Y(.x, y) = Y 
1-X (1 -a)3(1 -ym”)210g3y (, +0(&i&)) 
u 
=(l -cr)2(1 -j’-x)log2y 
and to conclude the proof of (1.5) (for y 2 y,), it remains to show 
1 1 + 4 ?‘/log JJ) 
((1-a)log.~)‘(l-y-“)=min(log2u,log2y) il + O (&&)I. (4.5) 
To prove (4.5), note that (4.4) implies ~2% B &, if u 6y/log3” ,’ and 
CI < loglog y/logy, if u > y/log3’2 y. In the first case, we get from (4.4), (4.1) 
and (1.2) 
(1 -a)logy=logu+log((l -a)log~)+O(l) 
= log 24 + O(loglog U) 
and hence (4.5). In the second case, (4.4) implies 
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and 
which again yields (4.5). 
Thus (1.5) is proved for y> yO. In the case 3 <y <y, we have 
and similarly 
It follows that, for 3 d y < y,, 
and (1.5) remains valid in this case. 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
We need several auxiliary results. The first two lemmas are special cases 
of [lo, Lemma 91 and [lo, Lemma 63. 
LEMMA 4. Let E > 0 be fixed. Uniformly in the range ( 1.2) and ,for 
1 <z<exp((log y)3/‘--r’) we have 
~(x+~,y)-)(x,1;)41.e”‘l:“iS+exp(-~og~~,~}. 
LEMMA 5. Let &>O be fiked. Uniformly for x 3 2 and 
It1 <exp((logy)3/2-“) we have 
where A(n) denotes the von Mangoldt function. 
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LEMMA 6. For every E > 0 there exists a constant yo(&) 3 3, such that if 
Y>Y,(E), Irl dexp((logy)3’2-B ) and 8 E R are fixed, then the inequality 
II i(Q-tlogp) II >&min(l, ItI) 
holds for at least n( y)/lO primes < y. Here I( . )I denotes the distance to the 
nearest integer. 
ProoJ Suppose \I(@ - t logp)/zjI < l/l00 holds for more than 97c(y)/lO 
primes < y. Then we have 
,,5, A(n)-e”” C A(n) Kzi’ 
II G .L 
2 Y <5y+o ~ 
( > 1% Y 
and therefore 
This contradicts the estimate of Lemma 5, if 1 < 1 tI < exp(log y)“’ mC and 
y > yO(e) with a sufficiently large constant y,,(c), and thus establishes the 
assertion of Lemma 6 in this case. 
In the case I t( B 1 we argue as follows: As x ranges from y/8 to y, the 
numbers (0 - t log ~)/rt cover an initial I of length 
Hence there exists a subinterval I, of length II, ( = (Z\/3, with endpoints 
(Q - t log( y,/2))/n: and (0 - t log yr)/rc, say, such that 
holds for every x E [ yJ2, yr 1. Since y > yr z y/4, the number of primes in 
this last interval is >y/(8 log y) + 0( y/log* y) and hence > n( y)/lO, if y is 
suffkiently large. This proves the lemma for (?I < 1. 
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LEMMA 7. Let 0 <E < 1 be fixed. Then we have, uniformly for 
x>,y>,y,(~), (t( dexp((logy)3’2-“) and #ER, 
Re(tp( y; a) - d Y; @ a + it)) 
I ylog l+F (1dJtl<exp((logy)3’2--“)) log Y ( j a ~log{(l+t~;)2+(~j2} (ltl<l), 
where u= log x/log y, a = a(x, y) is defined by (3.2) and yO(c) is the con- 
stant from Lemma 6. 
Proof. We have 
Re(cp( y; a) - cp( y; i0, a + it)) = Re c log pi? ( jql-$j-’ 1 - 
= 1 logilt 
1 - exp(i(8 - t log p)) 
P<.r pz- 1 
By Lemma 6 and the estimate 
log(l+lx)+>,log(l+x) (I”,x>O), 
the last expression is 
n(Y) a----log 1+ 
10 ( 
I-cos(1/1oo) 2% 
y”- 1 j 
y 
log)1++j$ 
if 1 < ltl <exp((logy)3”-‘) and y>,y,(&), and 
if It1 d 1 and y > Y,(E). To obtain the estimate of the lemma, it now 
remains to show that 
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holds with c1= CI( y”, y). But this follows from the estimate 
ulogy= 1 
logp v’-l l%P~Y log?, 
ph)P.-l+Pp<?. P c- - )‘I - 1 . 
Proof of Lemma 1. In the case 3 < y 6 yO(&), the estimate of the lemma 
holds trivially, since then both sides of (3.3) as well as the error term are of 
order OE(xa exp(cp( y; Co)). In fact, we have in this case 
and, by the definition of T= T(x, y) and CI = CC(X, y), 
We may therefore suppose y >, y, (E). Our starting point here is the for- 
mula 
+o(x’ c n>l $imin(lyT ,lo&n),))T (5’1) c 
pI”=).p<.L 
where c( = a(x, ,v) is defined by (3.2) and 
T, = exp((log Y)‘~ -““). 
This is a simple variant of the classical Perron formula (see, e.g. [ 13, 
Satz A.3.1 I), and proved in the same way. 
The error term in (5.1) can be estimated by 
‘+ na 
The first of these two terms equals 
x x 
0 
- . 
n 
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and hence is acceptable as error term in (3.3). The second term is 
4 II/(x exp( T,- I/‘), v) - @(.x exp( - T,- lj2), y) 
by Lemma 4. This is again sufficient. 
We now turn to the integral in (5.1), which is the same as the integral in 
(3.3), except that it is extended over the larger range ItI ,< T,. It remains 
therefore to show that the contribution of the range T6 ItI d T,, where 
T= T(x, v) is defined as in Lemma 1, is of the order of the error term in 
(3.3). 
The contribution of the range 1 6 [II< T, is 
By Lemma 7 and our hypothesis y >I’~(&) and u 3 log20JJ, this is 
< yzeq(-“i2) exp( -log’ y), t’ 
and hence of the desired order. For the integral over T d 111 < 1, Lemma 7 
yields the estimate 
where c is some positive constant. This is sufficient in the case 
(log Y)~’ d u <y/log y, since then T = T(.u, y) = u ~ “3(log ~9) ~ ’ and therefore 
In the case u > .v/log y, we use Lemma 7 in the form 
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where c’ is a positive constant. We then obtain 
Since, for u >, y/log y, 
Tu > y2’3/(log Y)“~, 
the last expression is of order 0( exp( - &)), which is sufficient. This com- 
pletes the proof of Lemma 1. 
6. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
To evaluate the integral in (3.4), we shall expand the integral into a 
Taylor series around (0, S) = (0, a). To this end, we first derive estimates for 
c1= a(x, y) and for the partial derivatives of cp( y; 2, s). 
LEMMA 8. In the notation of Lemma 2 we have, uniformly ,for .x 3 y 2 3, 
Moreover, if k and 1 are nonnegative integers, 1 d k + I< 3, then the 
inequality 
IcpSf)(y;ie,cc+it)l~(-l)‘(p~‘(y;a) 
holds for all real numbers 0 and t, and we have 
(6.2) 
0 < ( - 1)’ cpp ( y’ c() v, 
uk+,log’J 
9 Qk+l-- I 
uniformly in the range (1.2). 
Proof. The identity 
(6.3) 
log P 
ulogy= 1 - 
p<VPz-l 
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implies l/logy 4 a,< 1 + 0( l/log y), if 1 ,< u 6 y/log y, and 0 < a < l/logy, if 
u > y/log y. In the first case, (6.1) is clear; in the second, we have 
ulogy= c 1% P E(Y) Y -~=:---~-, 
p<l’P@-- @ ~l%Y 
which implies (6.1) in the more precise form 
u 
ax 
Ub?Y 
(u ’ Y/k Y )* (6.4) 
Next, we have by definition 
cpp(y;p-,+ - 1 aka’ - -log l-; ) 
p ~ .I‘ azkad ( i 
so that 
ifk+f= 1, 
ifk+l=2, 
ifk+l=3. 
These formulae imply (6.2) and the estimate 
O<(-l)‘f#(y;a)X C w P 
p4,,.Pv -p-Yk+” 
uniformly for tl > 0. 
We now suppose a= a(x, y) with x and y satisfying (1.2), and estimate 
the sum in (6.5) further. The contribution of the range p < ,h to this sum 
is 
1 
< WP c- (1 -2-“)k+lp4J Pa 
$-2-7k+l &JP6 
f1 -av2 log’y c A y’;1”‘1E;;;;y. 
On the other hand, using the estimate 
1 -p-“&(1 -2-“)logp, 
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we see that the range J up d y contributes a quantity of order 
This is larger than the contribution of the range p < & by a factor of 
order 
I’ 
(1 - 3)/2 (I -a)/2 
9 
1% 
k+,+2y~-~~log4:. 
where the last estimate follows from (4.1) for the range (1.2)’ (i.e., (1.2) 
with the restriction y >, yO), and holds trivially in the case 3 d y d y,,. 
We therefore can restrict the sum in (6.5) to the range & <p fl 
without changing its order of magnitude, and we get 
(-l)‘cpjl’(Jw)=: c 
1% P 
\&p<yPz(l -P~-T+’ 
log’- ’ y 
c 
1% P log’- ’ y 1% P 
=(l -y-“)kf’-I J<Pci.poX(l -,qk+‘-‘P~vp~- 1 c- 
24 log’ y 
= (1 -y-z)k+l- 1’ 
Since, by (6.1) and (6.4) 
1 -y-“2. 
Ll 
this proves (6.3) and completes the proof of the lemma, 
Proof of Lemma 2. We first prove the estimate (3.4) in the case 181 < O,, 
where, in the notation of the lemma, 
e,=2nogy=2~. 
Expanding cp( y; i0, D! + it) in a Taylor series, we get, taking into account 
(6.2 1, 
2 
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By (6.3), the error term is of order 
0 
( 
g k E, l~1klfbx4~ 
k + I’= 3 
and hence bounded, if 101 6 8, and ItI < T. Also, since by (6.1) 
(6.6) 
we have 
L1(1+0(~))2(1+0(,t,~)) 
a+it a 
for ItI 6 T. These estimates together with the identity (3.2) show that the 
integrand in (3.4) satisfies 
where, to simplify the notation, we have omitted the argument (JJ; c() in the 
quantities cp( y; CI), cp r ( y; a), etc. 
We now integrate the last expression over the range /tJ 6 T. This yields, 
apart from the constant factor 
x’elp + IOlp, ~ s=qqJz 
the integral 
(6.7) 
Since by (6.3) 
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the error terms can be estimated by 
If we now suppose (in addition to 181 < 8,) 
,e, <;F; 
I 
then the integral on the right of (6.7) equals 
s 
x 
e - h2df + qe h”/~) 
-x 
=fi++&) 
(6.8) 
=&(I +0(&j), 
and we get for the right-hand side of (6.7) the estimate 
In the case, when (6.8) is not satisfied, (6.3) implies 
and we arrive at the same formula after estimating the above integral 
trivially by 0( 1). 
Collecting these estimates, we see that the left-hand side of (3.4) equals 
which, by the definition of M and V, is the expression on the right of (3.4). 
Thus (3.4) is proved in the case 101 d 8,. 
If 8, d 101 < II, then we have, by (1.2) and (IS), 
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The main term on the right-hand side of (3.4) is therefore of order 
O(Ye+;“exp( -log2 y)), 
and it remains to estimate the left-hand side by the same quantity. 
Trivially, 
and by (6.6) we have T/x < 1. Thus, it suffices to show that for Iti 6 T and 
8, Q 181 G~C we have 
Wd.v;a)-cp(.v;ie, a+it))alog3.v. 
The conditions 2Tlog .v 6 ](I/ 6 rc and it/ 6 T imply 
1 -c0s(e-tlogp)pe2, 
(6.9) 
and in the case 101 d 7~/2 also 
(sin(B - I 10gp))2 g 8’ 
for every p 6 1’. We therefore get, as in the proof of Lemma 6, 
Re(cp( .r; a) - cp( JY 8, CI + it)) 
if 2T log y d 181 < 7r/2, and 
Re(~(l.;1)-~(.I;:rfit))~~log 1,; 
. ( > 
if 7t/2 < 181 <n. Since 
and by (1.2) 
u 3 (log .v)20, 
the desired estimate (6.8) follows in either case. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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